Abstract. In this paper, based on the method first considered by Bai, Golub and Ng [Hermitian and skew-Hermitian splitting methods for non-Hermitian positive definite linear systems, SIAM J.Matrix Anal. Appl.}, 24 (2003): 603-626], the relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) splitting method is presented and then we prove the convergence of the method for solving positive definite, non-Hermitian linear systems. Moreover, we find that the new scheme can outperform the standard HSS method and can be used as an effective preconditioner for certain linear systems, which is shown through numerical experiments.
Introduction
For solving the linear system Based on this particular matrix splitting for solving the system of linear equations (1), the HSS splitting method was considered. On the one hand, the concept of Hermitian and skew-Hermitian splitting (HSS) iteration was first introduced by Bai, Golub and Ng in [2] and was further studied by many other authors: Benzi, Gander and Golub [3, 4] studied the method for the solution of saddle point problems; see also [5, 6, 7] . On the other hand, with the development of the HSS scheme in recent years, the HSS scheme was used not as a stationary iterative solver but as a preconditoner for Krylov subspace methods [8] , Chan, Ng and Tsing [9] analyzed the spectral for HSS preconditioners.
The basic iterative scheme works as follows. Let
be Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts of matrix A , and let  be a positive constant. the HSS method is the alternating iteration
where 0 x is an arbitrary initial guess. It was shown in [2] that when A is positive definite, the HSS iteration converges to the unique solution * n x C  of the system of linear equations (1). Moreover, it was shown in the same paper that an upper bound on the spectral radius of the iteration matrix associated with stationary scheme (2) are the extreme eigenvalues of matrix H . In this paper, a different generalization of the original HSS scheme is presented. We will give the relaxed HSS method associated with HSS scheme and a positive relaxed parameter  for solving a linear system Ax b  . The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First in section 2, we will present the relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) method and the RHSS scheme is described. Moreover, we also discuss the convergence of the relaxed HSS iterative method. In section 3, preconditioned variants are considered. Furthermore, in section 4, we provide numerical experiments to illustrate the theoretical results obtained in Section 2 and 3. Lastly, in section 5, we obtain some conclusions.
We shall use the following notations. Let ( ) A  denote the spectral radius of matrix A .
Relaxed HSS Method
In order to improve the convergence rate of HSS method, we will present relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) method.
First, a brief review of the classical HSS iteration is needed. This method is based on the splitting A H S   , which, in turn, induces the two splitting
with 0   . Alternating between these two splittings yields the HSS iteration (2). Then, the relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) method is as follows:
Elimination of
  , and
we get the relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) method and the algorithm is as follows. (1 ) .
Algorithm 2.1. can be written as
The matrix M is called an iteration matrix. Using the RHSS method, we can get the following result. 
Hence, the following bound for the spectral radius of T  holds: 
It is clear that iterative scheme (Algorithm 2.1) is a generalization of the standard HSS scheme [2] , to which it reduces whenever 1   .
Preconditioned RHSS Iteration
The HSS iteration is a stationary that can be accelerated by a nonsymmetric Krylov subspace method like GMRES. That is to say, the matrices P  induced by HSS can be used to precondition system Ax b  . However, in this paper, we take a different approach and to apply RHSS scheme to the symmetrically preconditioned system   . Alternating between these two splittings yields the HSS iteration (2) . Then, the preconditioned relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (PRHSS) method is as follows:
from the second of (3) yields
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   , and
we get the preconditioned relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (PRHSS) method, and the algorithm is as follows: (1 ) .
Algorithm 3.1. can be written as
The matrix M  is called an iteration matrix for Algorithm 3.1. Remark 3.2. It is clear that preconditioned RHSS iterative scheme (PRHSS) (Algorithm 3.1) is a generalization of the preconditioned HSS scheme (PHSS), to which it reduces whenever 1   .
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we provide numerical experiments to illustrate the theoretical results obtained in Section 2 and Section 3. If we choose the set of parameters, then our method has smaller spectral radii of the iterative matrices than the HSS and PHSS methods. All numerical experiments are carried out using MATLAB 7. 
The performance results of HSS, RHSS, PHSS and PRHSS methods are shown in Table 1 for 300 n  and in Table 2 for 900 n  . Through numerical experiments, one can clearly see that RHSS method achieves faster convergent speed than HSS method, and PRHSS method achieves faster convergent speed than PHSS method. At the same time, we can easily find that both PRHSS and PHSS methods achieves faster convergent speed than RHSS and HSS methods. All of those illustrate the advantages of our methods. Remark 4.2. The above numerical experiments indicate that the proposed RHSS and PRHSS methods achieve greater effect than HSS and PHSS methods in the existing literature.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present the relaxed Hermitian and skew-Hermitian (RHSS) splitting method and analyze the convergence of our method. When choosing the various parameters, the spectral radii of the iteration matrices with the proposed method are smaller than those in [2] , which is shown through numerical experiments. Particularly, one may discuss how to choose the set of parameters in order to really accelerate the convergence of the considered method. Furthermore, the optimal choice of this set of parameters is valuably studied.
